We have developed a system which uses neural networks and dynamic programming (DP) to identify protein coding regions in genomic DNA sequences. Nine scores are calculated on all subintervals of the sequence which evaluate the likelihood that the subinterval belongs to one of four classes; first, last or internal exon or intron. These scores are weighted by a neural network and used as input to a DP algorithm. DP is used to find the highest scoring combination of introns and exons subject to a few simple constraints on gene structure. The neural network weights are optimized by training on input vectors which measure the difference between the predicted optimal solution by DP and the biologically correct solution. The system is trained by maximizing the difference between the correct parse and a sample of incorrect parses. On a test set of genomic sequences from GenBank, we obtained correlation coefficients for exon nucleotide prediction as high as 0.94. This is superior to the results obtained by purely rule-based systems.
G4.2.1 Project overview
The DNA molecule is the storage media of the genetic information in every living thing. At its most fundamental level, this media consists of a linear arrangement of nucleotide base pairs which are the rungs of the DNA double-helical ladder. At each position, there are four possible bases which can be symbolized as A, C, G, or T. In the human being, there are about 3 x IO9 base pairs (bp) per haploid genome. There are estimated to be some 50000 genes, most of which code for a single protein. Assuming an average protein consists of 300 amino acids, coded for by three base pairs each or a total of about 1000 bp of DNA, it is clear that only a small fraction (< 2%) of the genome codes for protein. With rapid advances in DNA sequencing technology and the initiation of projects such as the Human Genome Initiative, the ultimate goal of which is to sequence the entire human genome, the problem of identifying coding regions in uncharacterized DNA sequences is of central importance.
In addition to being a small fraction of the total DNA, the identification of coding regions in higher organisms is complicated by the presence of intervening sequences or introns which can separate the coding region of a gene into several parts. These parts are called exons. There are additional constraints which dictate how exons can be joined together to form a continuous reading frame from which the encoded protein can be translated. These constraints are illustrated in figure G4.2.1.
We have developed a computer program called GeneParser which addresses both of these problems simultaneouslyt. There are a number of tests which can be used to evaluate the likelihood that a sequence interval belongs to the class exon, intron or neither. These tests are applied to all subintervals in a sequence. Separate neural networks are used to weight these tests to yield a composite score which reflects the likelihood that the interval belongs to a particular class. The weighted scores are the input to -Intergenic DNA (non-coding) Figure G4 .2.1. Eukaryotic gene structure. Part ( a ) shows the arrangement of coding sequences in genomic DNA. Exons which contain protein-coding DNA are separated from one another by intervening sequences called introns which are non-coding. After transcription into RNA, these introns are spliced out. This yields a messenger RNA (mRNA) shown in (b) in which the exons are joined together, allowing the gene's protein product to be translated. The successful prediction of gene structure requires both identifying the gene in genomic DNA and the correct prediction of its intron-exon structure.
a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm which finds the highest scoring combination of introns and exons subject to the constraints of eukaryotic gene structure. Figure G4 .2.2 illustrates the flow of information in GeneParser. sequence is represented by the string of characters, S, of length N . All N 2 / 2 subintervals of S are scored (Sij, i < j ) for the c classification statistics. This gives rise to t T-matrices, one for each test. For each of the c interval types, a network-weighted score is calculated, LFj, which represents the likelihood that interval Sij belongs to class c. This information serves as input to the dynamic programming algorithm which parses the sequence into the c sequence types.
G4.2.2 Design process

G4.2.2.1 Motivation
Our motivation for using a neural approach to solve this problem was threefold. First, it was clear from the outset that the properties which distinguish coding from non-coding DNA are at best only poorly understood. Thus, we expected that the methods available for coding sequence identification may be insufficient to yield an exact solution. For example, mRNA splicing can occur using different factors depending on the mRNA substrate or the tissue in which it is expressed. Optimization techniques such as the simplex method for solving linear inequalities were eliminated in favor of neural network methods which exhibit more graceful failure when confronted with contradictory training data. Our experience with using the simplex method on a similar problem involving protein secondary structure prediction (Batra 1993) had shown that training sets quickly evolved to which no exact solution existed.
Error tolerance was the second property of neural networks which made them attractive in this project. Previous gene identification methods suffer severe degradation in performance when confronted with test data containing even small numbers of sequencing errors (0.5% indels, 0.5% substitutions errors). Because the cost of sequencing increases dramatically as the required accuracy increases, it was very desirable to build an error-tolerant system from the beginning.
Finally, we hoped to exploit the scalability of neural networks to deal with more complex relationships between classification statistics. Our initial development used only a simple network with one layer of weights and no hidden units. We hoped that increasing the complexity of the network might increase its predictive power.
G4.2.2.2 Dynamic programming
To provide background for the following sections, a brief introduction to the application of DP for sequence parsing will be presented here. A more detailed description can be found in Snyder and Stormo (1993, 1995) , Snyder (1994) . Given a DNA sequence s, let all subintervals in s be represented as elements of the matrix S such that the sequence starting at si and ending at s, is represented by the element S i j . We postulate a function L c ( S i j ) which calculates the log-likelihood that the interval Sij belongs to sequence class c (i.e. is either a first, internal or last exon or intron). The score of a solution is defined as the sum of the L-matrix values of the intervals which compose it. A valid solution is one which meets the following constraints on gene structure: introns and exons must be adjacent, alternating and nonoverlapping; first and last exons, if present, must be the extreme left (5'-) and extreme right (3'-) exons, respectively, in the solution. The space of valid solutions can be searched for the optimum by evaluating the following recursion over all c and on j : 1 < j < N when N is the length of sequence S:
and D, C = 0. Thus, Dj is the score of the best solution ending in an interval of type c which ends at position j . N is the set of valid transitions between sequence types. To find the end of the optimum parse of the entire sequence, D is scanned for the highest value. Knowing the position and sequence type, the parse which led to that score can be derived.
G4.2.2.3 Network design
The neural networks in GeneParser are simple feedforward classz)3ers, serving as approximations to the 82.3 likelihood function Lc. Each network takes as input an array of floating-point numbers which describe the interval with respect to one of the four sequence classes. Each network returns a scalar, the magnitude of which is proportional to the log-likelihood that the interval belongs to that particular class.
Several network topologies were evaluated. The first network consisted of a single layer of input units connected to a single sigmoidal output unit. This corresponds to the network shown in figure G4.2.3. A variety of multilayered networks were also evaluated. Given the outputs of the classification statistics for an interval of a particular sequence type, the likelihood that the interval belongs to that sequence type can be calculated using the appropriate subnetwork. For each subnetwork, there is a bias unit (shown in black), the value of which is clamped to unity. The network is trained as a whole to maximize the difference between correct and incorrect gene parsings as described in the text. The values of the input units are calculated as the sum of the intervals of each type in the correct solution less the sum of the values of the intervals in an incorrect solution. The bias units represent the difference between the number of intervals of each type between the correct solution and the incorrect solution. Figure G4 .2.5 illustrates the basic training procedure. The neural network in GeneParser is initialized with random weights. The program is asked to predict the structure of all the genes in the training set based on these weights. Each solution is compared to the correct solution and a single training vector is calculated from each target-predicted pair. These vectors are used to train the delta network described below. After training, the four subnetworks are extracted from the delta network and used to update the weights in Geneparser. The cycle is repeated until performance reaches a plateau. Generalization performance is tested using the weights that performed best on the training data.
G4.2.3 Training methods
Because the number of possible training vectors is so large (exponential in terms of the length of the training sequences), we adopted an 'exploratory learning' approach to training vector collection. Random weights are used only in the first pass of Geneparser through the training sequences. Following that, training vectors are recruited using the weights which give the best parsing based on the data acquired up to that training cycle. As the training progresses, the predicted solutions are closer to the actual solutions and thus the magnitude of the training vectors decreases with training iteration. . . Figure G4 .2.4. A multilayered network. Like the linear network, the multilayered network is divided into parts which represent the four sequence classes. Each unit in the hidden layer is connected to all input units within its respective subnetwork.
Bias
G4.2.3. I Error propagation through dynamic programming
Each subnetwork calculates a score based on the properties of a single sequence interval. We considered training each network separately on randomly chosen sequence intervals from many different genes, assigning a target of 1.0 to members of the class, a target of 0.0 to nonmembers. Training would yield weights optimized to identify members of a particular class, leaving DP to implement the structural constraints. This approach was tried with only marginal success (data not shown). We cite two possible reasons for this failure. First, it is known that different genes can have exons and introns with very different statistical properties. It is probably unreasonable to expect these features to be recognized without reference to the background in which they occur. Second, picking a negative population of subintervals at random is not a realistic simulation. The biological constraints on gene structure make certain choices incompatible with others. Indeed, the whole notion of considering exons and introns in isolation seems absurd in the larger context of mRNA splicing. Since exons define the locations of introns (and vice versa), it is best to model the system as a whole.
To this end, we sought to train the neural network in the context of DP. An approach which alleviates these two major problems involves training the neural network on complete solutions instead of single intervals. Let Dw+ be the score of a correct (+) solution for sequence p and Dfi-be the score of an incorrect (-) solution. A perfect set of network weights would make
for all for all possible Dw-. Subtracting Dw-from DFi yields the inequality Figure G4 .2.5. Training cycle. The neural network in Geneparser is initialized with random weights and used to predict the structure of the genes in the training set. The predictions are compared to the known structures, generating the first set of training vectors. These vectors are used to train the network. The weights are subsequently copied into the Geneparser network. Geneparser makes predictions again on the training set and the cycle is repeated. Each time, the newly calculated training vectors are added to the list of those previously used in training. Each pass through this cycle is referred to as one 'training iteration'.
At this point, it is useful to introduce a notation which makes the classification statistics and their weights explicit:
where T/Ck is the score for classification statistic k for the j t h interval of type c. The term w; is the corresponding weight for that statistic and B' is a bias term. P c is the number of classification statistics used for sequence type c and N' is the number of intervals of type c in the solution. A neural network is used to find weights which satisfy the following inequality: then training to a target of 0.5 will maximize the difference between correct and incorrect solutions.
G4.2.3.2 Training and test sets
The training set used for Geneparser was based on the collection of human genes used in the development of the program GeneID (Guig6 et al 1992) . These loci are genomic DNA sequences for which the Neural networks for identification of protein coding regions in genomic DNA seauences sequence of the mRNA have been independently determined. Thus, there is experimental evidence to confirm the sequence of the gene product and thus the structure of the gene contained within. In addition, loci containing examples of alternative splicing (for which there is not a unique gene product), have been culled from the set. The test data were taken from the test sets for the programs GeneID (Guig6 et a1 1992) and GRAIL (Uberbacher and Mural 1991) with several examples of alternative splicing removed.
There are several properties of this data set which are noteworthy and typical of human DNA sequences. First, the number of coding nucleotides (i.e. nucleotides that are in exons of any type) is small compared to the total length of the sequences. Second, there are large differences between loci in base composition (G + C content). These differences are much larger than would be expected of a random distribution. There are also large variations in the number and size of introns and exons in different loci. These properties combine to make human gene identification a particularly difficult signal recognition problem. 
G4.2.3.3 Per3Pomuznce
The single-layered architecture proved to be the best in terms of both speed and accuracy. Figure G4 .2.6(a) shows a typical learning curve plotting predictive accuracy as a function of training iteration. Starting with random weights, the correlation coefficient for prediction of exon nucleotides in the training set is approximately zero. As training progresses, the performance increases until a plateau is reached after 10 to 15 training iterations. Performance on test data mirrors that on the training data, generalization being 90% to 95% that of the training data. In every instance, the beginning of the plateau phase coincides with the change in slope of the residual training error. This measure is the fraction of training vectors which ~~ cannot be correctly classified following the neural network training procedure. Typically, the network is trained until a bail-out criterion is reached (99% of vectors correctly classified) or the maximum number of training epochs is reached. Figure G4 .2.6(b) shows a learning curve for a network with six hidden units per sequence class (24 hidden units total). In practice, the more complex network architectures have proven unsatisfactory due to increased training times. More complex networks increase the run time for each sequence considerably. In addition, the increase in the number of free network parameters results in a corresponding increase in the quantity of training data required to obtain good generalization performance. These factors taken together have limited our ability to train and evaluate multilayer networks.
The performance of Geneparser has been measured and compared to other gene identification programs including rule-based and other neural network approaches. These results have been presented elsewhere (Snyder and Stormo 1994, 1995) . In summary, Geneparser performs at least as well as other methods and often significantly better when an exhaustive search of the solution space is advantageous. Such cases include the ability to predict very short exons and to correctly parse a sequence in the presence of sequencing errors.
G4.2.4 Conclusions
We have found GeneParser a useful tool for the identification of coding regions in genomic DNA sequences. In addition to being an accurate and sensitive gene identification tool on the benchmark data sets, the neural network architecture allows it to evolve rapidly in a production environment. The system can be retrained to take advantage of new statistics or optimized for the identification of specific sequence targets. Finally, optimization for error tolerance gives the promise of reduced costs by decreasing the coverage required to accurately identify genes in large-scale shotgun sequencing projects.
